
CAN A QUOTE BE USED AS A THESIS STATEMENT

You can expect a definition of a thesis statement; an enumeration of the uses of a thesis .. So use quotations sparingly,
as you would a pungent spice.

As we move toward the twenty-first century, it seems legitimate to question the continued effectiveness of a
governmental system that was devised in the eighteenth century; and it seems equally legitimate to consider
alternatives. How do I combine quotation marks with other punctuation marks? Through research you learn
that two days after their marriage Napoleon, given command of an army, left his bride for what was to be a
brilliant military campaign in Italy. The story of the famous halfback whose only regret, when he bade his
coach farewell, was that he hadn't learned to read and write is probably exaggerated. Any information about a
person that can be expressed in the following sentence pattern can be made into an appositive phrase: James
Van Allen is the discoverer of the Earth's radiation belts. But before there was a manned space program, the
funding on space science was zero. Remember, a thesis states your position on your topic. Many writers and
readers prefer shorter, snappier introductions. Now, you can hone in your research on solo travel through
Europe, the need for independence, and its positive effect on personal confidence. Particularly effective
quotations may themselves be used to end an essay, as in the following example. Under the MLA citation
guidelines, you will add the page number after the name of the author. Your university may provide you with
guidelines specifying how you should quote and cite sources, or it may refer you to a specific style manual. So
throw off the bowlines. Read the following paragraphs from Robert Jastrow's "Toward an Intelligence Beyond
Man's": These are amiable qualities for the computer; it imitates life like an electronic monkey. Often, you
will need to choose among a range of significances: A paper on the Wright brothers might end with a
discussion of air travel as it affects economies, politics, or families; a paper on contraception might end with a
discussion of its effect on sexual mores, population, or the church. The major problem in college sports today
is not commercialism - it is the exploitation of athletes and the proliferation of illicit practices which dilute
educational standards. In the latter case, the italics should be acknowledged as your own addition. Such a
proposal, I suspect, will not be easy to implement. You can also quote to advantage well-respected figures
who've written or spoken about the subject of your paper. Remember that if you make errors in quoted
material, you are not only compromising your work, but also misrepresenting the author you are quoting. Both
novices and experts in a field typically begin the initial draft of a paper with a working thesis - a statement that
provides writers with structure enough to get started but with latitude enough to discover what they want to
say as they write. So use quotations sparingly, as you would a pungent spice. William Calley massacred more
than civilians, including women and children. Whether your references are parenthetical, numerical or note
based, always remember to include with every quotation a page number or other precise location specifying
exactly where readers can find the borrowed text. Note also that Chandler has provided brief but effective
biographies of his sources, identifying both so that their qualifications to speak on the subject are known to all:
James Van Allen, discoverer of the Earth's radiation belts But two words of advice are in order. Then the
computers learned very quickly. Do you not think my situation cruel enough without intensifying my longing
for you, overwhelming my soul? In rare situations, you may quote from a text that has nonstandard grammar,
spelling, or word choice. When developing your one-sentence thesis statement, it is important for you to be:
specific, specific, specific. The phrases in italics are called appositives. The success of hybrid corn has also
stimulated the breeding of other crops, such as sorghum hybrids, a major feed grain crop in arid parts of the
world. How to quote a quote Using a quote in your paper is pretty straightforward; quoting a quote, however,
requires a little more attention to detail. The language in a direct quotation, which is indicated by a pair of
quotation marks " " , must be faithful to the language of the original passage. The tighter your focus, the better
your paper. Both quotations, indirect and direct, lend authority and legitimacy to the article, for both James
Van Allen and Joseph Allen are experts on the subject of space flight.


